BACKGROUND
Considerable attention is being focused through the Department of Mineral Resources, the Mine Health and Safety Council, the mining companies and the original equipment manufacturers on the development and implementation of Proximity Detection Systems (PDSs) and Collision Avoidance Systems for underground and surface mobile machinery and underground track bound machinery. These initiatives are all in support of the quest by all stakeholders for reaching “zero harm”.

Systems have been developed and trialled for vehicle to person detection and warning, vehicle to beacon, and vehicle to vehicle detection.

Technical challenges have been encountered in terms of the various system reliability and pedestrian/operator acceptance, as well as the application on diesel powered and electric powered machinery, respectively.

Whilst it is the intention to regulate this area in the near future, it is important that the various issues that could be problematic to implementation be aired and solutions found.

TOPICS
- The legal perspective and impending legislation
- R&D progress
- Case studies : successes and failures
- Human Factors
- Stakeholder views
- Leading practices
- International leading practices

SPONSORSHIP
Sponsorship opportunities are available. This will include exhibition space where suppliers and OEMs are encouraged to demonstrate their systems. Companies wishing to sponsor or exhibit should contact the Conference Coordinator.

CALL FOR PAPERS
The conference will consist of a series of presentations and discussion sessions, as well as exhibits.

Presentations are invited on the above topics, and for these, brief abstracts should be submitted to the Conference Coordinator.

KEY DATES
Submission of Abstracts 28 February 2017
Conference 20 April 2017

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
- The Department of Mineral Resources
- The Department of Science and Technology
- Organised Labour
- Mining Companies
- Mine Managers
- Engineers and Technologists
- The Mine Health and Safety Council
- The MOSH Learning Hub
- CSIR
- The Mining Precinct
- OEMs
- Suppliers
- Researchers
- Universities
- Mine Health and Safety practitioners and representatives.
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REGISTRATION FEES — All prices are inclusive of VAT.

Please indicate your choice by (√ tick).

Registration fees

Author: R 4 0 0 0 √
SAIMM Members: R 4 9 9 9 √
Non Members: R 5 9 9 9 √
Students/Retired Members: R 2 5 0 0 √

Registration fees include attendance at technical sessions, cocktail parties, all refreshments and lunches, abstract booklet with CD of all papers presented at the conference, and delegate material.

CANCELLATION AND TRANSFER POLICY:

Delegates unable to attend the event may send a substitute delegate in their place. Please send details of substitution. Written cancellations must be received more than 10 working days prior to the date of the event and will be liable for 50% of the full event fee. Failure to cancel, or cancellation received 10 working days or less prior to the event date, will result in liability for the full event fee.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

■ Welcome cocktail party (20 April 2017)

Please indicate (√) tick) for catering purposes if you will be attending this function (included in the registration fee for all fully registered delegates and students).

Payment required for additional guests only R 2 5 0 each

YES √ I will be attending (registered delegates) N/C

■ Special requirements — Please advise of any special requirements for diet, health or physical disabilities.

PAYMENT

Please include payment itemised as follows:

Conference registration fee R ......................................................
Social functions: Cocktail function R 2 5 0 (guests) R ......................................................
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